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The Chairman’s
Compartment
Tony Day
at a senior level for which Julian has been
largely responsible over the past six years.

With no indication yet of what the
management agreement under negotiation
between Government and FGW may or may
not bring, my crystal ball remains as cloudy
as it was in the last edition.

Members may notice that this edition of
your newsletter sees a new editor, Noel
Harrison, in place. Many thanks to Richard
Giles for his tenure, during which we have
progressed to an all colour publication to be
proud of. Although Richard remains a
valued committee member, his growing
church and family commitments mean we
will have to forego his often perceptive and
always provocative tail lamp contributions!

The sun, though, has come out – bringing
yet more strain on our creaking rolling
stock as holidaymakers and day trippers
swell the fast growing regular traffic.
Hopefully many are enjoying the first Avocet
Ambles walks leaflet, now available and
disappearing fast from local station racks.

Noel takes over at least until the AGM. His
workload has now become considerable, as
has that of several of our voluntary officers.
If there are members out there with IT or
other skills that they could contribute to
ALRUG, I’d be glad of a call on 01395 268653.
We will also be looking for more passenger
counters in the Autumn – particularly
people able to spare a few midweek hours.

We welcome Station Manager Melanie
Harvey back from maternity leave and
thank Laura Greening for her good work in
Melanie’s absence; we have also said au
revoir to retiring FGW Regional Manager
Julian Crow, though not quite goodbye as he
has accepted honorary life membership of
ALRUG and we hope to see him from time to
time. I hope also that we will be able to
enjoy the same good relationship with FGW

Sunday Services
ALRUG has campaigned for a half hourly
Sunday service for four years, so following
the successful pre-Christmas pilot, this is
another significant step forward. If and
when a permanent service is introduced we
will want to see all trains running through to
Exeter St David’s, to provide connections to
the main line and other services. We have
been assured that this will happen.

First Great Western are running seven
additional return services each Sunday until
15th September between Exeter Central and
Exmouth. The extra trains are funded by
Devon County Council, but this was only
agreed after the summer timetable had
been finalised, making it impossible to run
them all through to St David’s.
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Bank Holiday Sunday, the first Sunday of the
additional services, happened also to be the
first good beach Sunday of the year. This
had been forecast, as had bad weather for the
Monday, so very large numbers of people
travelled. ALRUG passenger counters were
on duty – and witnessed a service that
collapsed, with severe overcrowding, many
people left behind at intermediate stations,
very late running and cancellations.

coaches on a Sunday. Strengthening of
Sunday services elsewhere may have
reduced availability of units, but is it really
impossible now to roster four coach trains
on this line (and the equally busy Paignton
services which are part of the same
diagrams)? ALRUG has asked FGW and they
are looking at options to use the available
units more effectively.
The extra services starting from Exeter
Central were relatively poorly used, though
the extra return services from Exmouth did
spread the load of home-comers later in the
day. Because they are not timetabled to
stop at St James Park and Polsloe Bridge
they do not pick up people left behind by
the busier through services, but at our
request FGW are looking to see whether any
additional stops are possible when people
have been left behind.

The count showed that the main flow to
Exmouth was 60% greater than the same
day last year (also warm and sunny),
accounted for by double the number
boarding at Exeter Central and double the
even greater number travelling from
further afield.
When ALRUG first counted Sunday trains
back in 2009, they were regularly of four

.

Q.

Why do these passengers travelling to Exmouth on Sunday 26 May look so happy?

A. Because they were the lucky ones who actually got on the train. The 50 or so passengers
left behind at St James’ Park, Polsloe Bridge and Digby & Sowton were understandably less than
happy. There is a clear case for rostering additional stock on summer Sunday services.
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Community Rail update
Benefits start to appear

Don Mildenhall

Community Rail has many benefits for the
Avocet Line. One, which is timely for the
early part of a new financial year, is the
funding available from the Department for
Transport. Community Rail grant money
can be spent on planned activities to
develop facilities and use of the line. DfT
give the Devon and Cornwall Rail Partnership up to £5000 per CR line per year. And
Devon County Council have committed to
match fund this for the Avocet Line.

Our Community Rail work, with a ‘fast
take-off’ from designation last September,
has attracted attention in the rail press
and at CR HQ at the Association of Community Rail Partnerships. Their May
newsletter ‘Train on Line’ gave good
coverage to the extra Sunday trains.
The working relationships and contacts
being forged at the Forum are proving
increasingly useful. In particular we see
them as being valuable as we move
towards the building and opening of
Newcourt station, where there is already a
flourishing community association in the
new housing area.

The new and splendid Avocet Ambles
leaflet is the first item CR funding has been
used for this year, and at the next Line
Forum meeting on 26 June we’ll be
discussing the next projects to be funded.
One idea under discussion is extending
and enhancing the Avocet Line website.

Avocet Line station usage
April 2004 to March 2012

The latest station footfall figures published
by the Office of Rail Regulation have now
been analysed. Although twelve months
behind the times they are nevertheless
important statistics which get wide coverage.
On this page is the breakdown of use
between stations on this line for the year
2011-12, while the tables overleaf deal with
the numbers at each station since April
2005 , together with the numbers for the
line as a whole.
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Tony Jackson

Avocet Line Stations: total entries and exits: (12 months to March)
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Exmouth

623832

611451

677036

697339

731866

722922

779130

825846

Lympstone V

63325

66739

70890

67583

80338

77700

84206

87512

Commando

55785

62141

64024

57766

65146

60558

47660

38616

Exton

10583

10255

11505

12214

14790

15834

19312

20182

Topsham

127903

138905

156153

172818

183006

186056

199484

221238

Digby & Sowton

134804

155822

201954

247452

275978

271316

310216

374496

Polsloe Bridge

43788

43773

51264

54094

62722

70038

83958

99282

St James Park

27477

27428

31716

36354

43348

46754

55910

61098

TOTAL

1087497

1457194

1451178

1579876

1728270

1116514 1264542 1345620

Avocet Line Stations: % change (12 months to March)
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Change
from 2005

Exmouth

-2.0%

10.7%

3.0%

5.0%

-1.2%

7.8%

6.0%

32.4%

Lympstone V

5.4%

6.2%

-4.7%

18.9%

-3.3%

8.4%

3.9%

38.2%

Commando

11.4%

3.0%

-9.8%

12.8%

-7.0%

-21.3%

-19.0%

-30.8%

Exton

-3.1%

12.2%

6.2%

21.1%

7.1%

22.0%

4.5%

90.7%

Topsham

8.6%

12.4%

10.7%

5.9%

1.7%

7.2%

10.9%

73.0%

Digby & Sowton

15.6%

29.6%

22.5%

11.5%

-1.7%

14.3%

20.7%

177.8%

Polsloe Bridge

0.0%

17.1%

5.5%

16.0%

11.7%

19.9%

18.3%

126.7%

St James’ Park

-0.2%

15.6%

14.6%

19.2%

7.9%

19.6%

9.3%

122.4%

TOTAL

2.7%

13.3%

6.4%

8.3%

-0.4%

8.9%

9.4%

58.9%

Avocet Line *: total entries and exits [Millions] (12 months to March)

1.09

2005

1.12

2006

1.26

2007

1.35

2008

*excluding Exeter Central
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1.46

1.45

2009

2010

1.58

2011

1.73

2012

Julian Crow retires

Farewell to a popular railwayman

Richard Giles

As recorded in our previous newsletter,
Julian Crow retired from the post of First
Great Western Regional Manager at the
end of May.

Julian was presented with an engraved
tankard by ALRUG’s Chairman, Tony Day,
who expressed the thanks of the group
for his service over many years.

ALRUG made its official farewells when he
gave a light-hearted address to a packed
members’ meeting in April. This drew on
his varied career, starting as an amateur
teenage signalman on the Midland main
line, through learning to tickle trout on the
Cambrian to coping with the devastation
caused to a carefully-arranged publicity
shot involving garden gnomes as a
100mph ‘Deltic’ sped through Huntingdon.
Through all his comments shone a great
enthusiasm for the railway – a quality
which he has shared with the area which
he has served so well in promoting better
services which respond to the needs of
the community.

Some committee members were also
privileged to be invited to his official
retirement presentation staged by First
Great Western, significantly attended by
most of those responsible for running the
railway out of Paddington. It was entirely
typical that this should be held at
Calstock, a venue almost impossible to
reach except by train! Here again there
were several presentations to a manager
obviously held in great affection and
respect by colleagues and customers alike.
We wish Julian and Michelle well and
hope very much that our paths will cross
again sometime soon.

ALRUG’s Secretary, Chairman and Vice-Chairman with Julian at the April members’ meeting.
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Newcourt News
Two Significant Steps …..

Transport Secretary Patrick McLoughlin
formally announced plans for Newcourt
station on 15 May when he visited the
region to meet stakeholders and see progress
on a number of transport schemes. He said:

The fund is part of £37 billion worth of
investment spend from 2014 to 2019, which
will modernise the railways and provide
massive benefits to both passengers and the
UK economy. It is managed by Network
Rail, and was announced at the end of
January 2013 when local authorities, train
operating companies and developers were
invited to bid for funding towards the
construction costs of brand new stations.

Funding this new station illustrates our
commitment to working with community and
national partners to meet local transport
needs that not only deliver real benefits to
passengers but also improves the network.
This is another example of the government’s
determination to transform the railways as
we continue to push forward with the biggest
programme of rail investment ever.

The planning application for Newcourt
station represents another milestone, and is
now being considered by Devon County
Council’s planning committee. The details
on which the application is based were set
out in NL19, and a decision is expected after
a site visit in July.

Newcourt was one of four successful bids
for funding from the New Stations Fund,
(along with Pye Corner near Newport ,
Ilkeston in Derbyshire, and Lea Bridge in
the London Borough of Waltham Forest)
and will receive half of the estimated
£1.44M total cost.

ALRUG has been involved in the consultation
process for this station at all stages, and
formally supported the County Council’s bid
to the New Stations Fund.

ALRUG MEETINGS 2013
Meetings start at 7pm
Mon 15 Jul

Committee only

Manor Hotel, Exmouth (Writing Room)

Mon 16 Sep

Committee only

Redwing, Lympstone

Mon 21 Oct

AGM

The Malthouse, Globe, Topsham (to be confirmed)

Mon 18 Nov

Committee only

Manor Hotel, Exmouth (to be confirmed)

Mon 16 Dec

CHRISTMAS SOCIAL

Globe, Lympstone (to be confirmed)
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Progress on the Clyst
New footbridge takes shape

siding. On the Topsham bank, it will cross
the RSPB’s Goosemoor reserve with an
elevated boardwalk (screened from the
reserve) which will then turn under the
railway bridge to join Bowling Green Lane.

Observant travellers will have noticed the
current activity on the upstream side of the
River Clyst bridge as they journey between
Topsham and Exton. This is the work on the
new foot and cycle bridge for the Exe
Estuary Trail.

Although work started last year, it was
stopped during the winter for conservation
reasons, as one of the conditions of the
planning consent for the bridge. The new
section of the Trail is expected to be
formally opened in October.

The plan is for a five span bridge on stone
piers, some 130m long. The bridge will be
of steel with wooden cladding and a nonslip footway. On the Exton side, it will
connect directly to the existing trail , which
currently follows the line of the old Odham’s
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Rolling Stock - what do we need?
The time has come to make a plan

CLASS 165

solution to the national shortage of diesel
multiple units and the only talk for the
South West is of a cascade from the Thames
Valley lines once they are electrified in 2016.

Over crowding, on our line as on many of
First Great Western’s local services in
Bristol and the West, isn’t going to get better
any time soon. The company has been
imaginative in pressing into use every last
diesel carriage in the country, but passenger
numbers continue to grow and it looks like
being three years before relief is at hand.

This should release the vast majority of
FGW’s current fleet of 2 and 3 car Class 165
and 166 diesel units, built between 1991
and 1993. Designed to operate on Brunel’s
former lines they are the widest units on the
network (9ft 5½in) and so look likely to
stay on Western metals. Whether they will
fit Avocet platforms and Blackboy tunnel
seems a question to which no-one yet has
the answer.

In our franchise response we called for a
new build of diesel trains . Not every line in
the UK will be electrified and new diesel
trains will be needed at some point; the
start of a long franchise seemed a good time
to suggest such investment. With all that has
happened since, there is no sign of that
Class

Number of units
with FGW

Coaches
per unit

Seats
per unit

143

8

2

104

150/1/0

2

3

240

150/1/9

2

3

209

150/1

14

2

141

150/2

19

2

141

153

14

1

72

158/7

2

2

134

158/7

1

3

200

158/9

12

3

200

165

20

2

183

165

16

3

289

166

21

3

275
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services (the 158s are also too slow to
unload for suburban purposes).

Typical current formations on the Avocet
Line are 2 x class 143 (208 seats), or a 143
and 153 (176 seats). These cope most of
the time, but can be over full when the line
is busy – certain peak services, a Chiefs
match, or a sunny Sunday! They will not
cope for much longer, with growth currently
in the 10-20% p.a. bracket.

This really leaves two sensible choices for
our line: a basic service of 4 car class 150s
(282 seats) or 3 car class 165s (289 seats),
with the ability to strengthen either. As the
two types cannot be coupled to each other,
FGW may well want to look at concentrating
each class on one depot (Exeter or Bristol).

As well as capacity, the other big issue on
our line will be dwell times once Newcourt
station opens next year, if the timetable is to
be maintained. Both class 143 and class 153
are slow to load and unload, because of the
configuration of their doors. In addition,
both are unlikely to pass new disability tests
without major alteration.

A further consideration is revenue
protection, if conductors are to continue to
sell tickets on the train. Class 150/1 is not
corridor connected, so is less suited to being
used on a 4 car train. Class 150/2, on the
other hand, has the necessary gangway
and, apart from its age is otherwise ideal.

By 2016 we should be looking for all our
services to have a capacity of at least 250,
with a fleet that can provide trains with even
more seats at busy periods – or as demand
grows with the opening of new stations.

The best solution for our line cannot be
decided in isolation – it must fit in with what
is best for Bristol and for FGW’s other local
services. All we can ask is that our needs
are given equal consideration and that
Devon is not once again a dumping ground
for trains no-one else wants!

The air conditioned classes 158 and 166
are probably better suited to main line

Below: A charming picture, but not the answer to our rolling stock problems: Class 153 units
take too long to load and unload on our busy services. 153382 leads a pair of 153 units beside
the River Clyst south of Topsham on 3 September 2012
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Train in a day!

Suggestions for the more intrepid traveller

Tony Day

Alternatively, connect at Lille Europe for
Brittany by dinner time or the French
Mediterranean coast by mid evening. Most
French destinations can be reached a little
earlier by crossing Paris to another station,
as can Milan.

Ever wondered how far you can go by rail in
a day from Exmouth? Here are some ideas,
assuming an 06.12 departure from Exmouth.
British Isles
Edinburgh or Glasgow can be reached direct
by mid afternoon on the 07.23 from
St David’s, or perhaps more comfortably via
London in about the same time. Aberdeen,
Inverness and Fort William can all be
reached the same evening, but connections
to the Far North or the West Highlands have
to wait until morning. Using ferries you can
also reach Belfast (which involves an hour
on a bus from Ayr to the ferry port), or
Dublin via Holyhead.

From Brussels there are direct trains to
anywhere in Belgium plus Luxembourg and
Amsterdam. A tight, but advertised,
connection to Cologne and Frankfurt makes
all major Germany cities possible the same
evening with just one further change.
A short walk from Paris Nord to Est for the
15.19 TGV opens up most of Switzerland the
same day, by changing at Strasbourg and
Basle.

Europe
The 06.52 from St David’s connects to
Paddington by 9am and St Pancras in
comfortable time for a Eurostar at 10.25 to
Paris, or 10.58 to Lille and Brussels and a
late lunch at any of these destinations.

Adding an overnight sleeper can get you
into Denmark, Poland, the Czech Republic, Austria, Hungary, Spain or southern
Italy by the following breakfast time
after leaving Exmouth!

Further Information

The Man in Seat 61 (www.maninseat61.com)
This is the definitive website for European and indeed worldwide rail travel.
Mark Smith sets out where to go, what the options are, what standards to expect,
and how to book in a very user friendly and informative way. If this doesn’t kindle
an enthusiasm for rail travel overseas, nothing will! For European bookings he
often recommends Deutsche Bahn’s website (details below)

(www.bahn.com) is an English language website providing a
comprehensive booking service across Europe, including Eurostar and
CityNightLine sleepers, with print-at-home tickets.
For those who prefer a paper timetable, try The Thomas Cook European
Rail Timetable (£14.99), a monthly guide with 500 pages of rail and ferry
schedules throughout Europe and beyond.
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Li

Bruss

Nant

Pa

Ly

Fort William 22.06
Inverness 20.06
Aberdeen 17.06
Edinburgh 14.21
Glasgow 15.18
Belfast 21.45
Hamburg 21.22

Dublin 19.15

Amsterdam 17.41
Start
06.12

Berlin 21.08
Cologne 16.15
Frankfurt 17.41

ille 13.30

Luxembourg 17.40

sels 14.05

Munich 21.12

tes 17.58

Stuttgart 19.08

aris 13.47

Strasbourg 17.42

yon 18.00

Geneva 18.16
Milan 21.45
Nice 20.26

Marseilles 20.46
Montpelier 20.00
Toulouse 22.14
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Homage to a King
Our Membership Secretary finds other
things to do in his spare time …..

Gerry Hurfurt

Exmouth line as it speeds its passengers to
the seaside.

Currently I am spending several days each
month working with a group of volunteers
overhauling one of the country’s most
prestigious preserved steam locomotives.

Since the engine’s withdrawal from service
in April 2012 we have removed thousands
of nuts, bolts and rivets, reducing it from a
main line thoroughbred of 100 tons or so to
an enormous set of parts. The intention is to
repair or replace life expired or damaged
components and then to reassemble it
painstakingly to a condition fit for working
fast, heavy trains once more.

The locomotive in question is Great Western
‘King’ 6024 King Edward 1, built at Swindon
more than eighty years ago. Until becoming
surplus to British Railway’s requirements in
1962, it was a front line express engine,
typically hauling the most important
passenger services between London and
Plymouth. In this role it was a regular
performer along the sea wall at Dawlish and
would have been seen by Avocet Line
travellers of the day as it passed through
Exeter St David’s.

Our plan is that the King will return
triumphantly to these duties and will
continue to its ninetieth birthday and
beyond; indeed, it is highly likely that it
will still be thrilling its admirers when
most of us currently working to ensure
its long-term survival will be wizened old
things on zimmer frames!

In its very active retirement it has returned
to its old haunts, working the ‘Torbay
Express’ excursions between Bristol and
Kingswear on numerous occasions, its
burnished paintwork and brass adornments
glinting in the sun across the river from the

Long live the King, a splendid, breathing
giant with fire in its heart.

Left: 6024 before
being withdrawn in
April 2012.
Opposite: The loco has
been totally stripped
and, as at 1 June, the
frames have now been
sandblasted and
painted with a heavy
duty primer
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Memories of Seaton Junction

ALRUG member Tony Carter was particularly interested in the
photograph depicting Seaton Junction which appeared in the Spring 2013
edition of the Newsletter – and with very good reason! He writes:
station buildings. There was, of course, no
bathroom as there was no water ‘on tap’.

I was born in the station house at Seaton
Junction where my father was Stationmaster; what an ideal place for two small
boys to live!

To us the garden seemed massive, and we
would play or sit in the shed watching the
trains pass. Passenger trains were mainly
hauled by King Arthurs (the Bullied Pacifics
did not appear until the 1940s) and when
the up trains stopped the loco was right
beside us, blowing off steam because of the
hard slog behind. There were lots of goods
trains, usually with an S15 or U class engine
in charge and we often identified them before they came in sight!

Water had to be pumped up from outside
and heating, cooking and lighting were
powered by oil, but we all thrived on it; the
station was electrically lit but the house was
only wired up just before we left. The
entrance to the house was on the left of the
station buildings and the accommodation
consisted of kitchen, dining and sitting rooms
and three bedrooms over the generous
16

The branch to Seaton was ‘push-pull’
worked with an O2 or M7 tank loco at the
Exeter end. The coaches were ancient with
lattice gates at each end and open vestibules
similar to the guards’ vans on goods trains;
the lights were dim and the shades full of
rainwater, and sometimes the train made a
run on the main line to charge the batteries.

Not many of the fast trains stopped at our
station but usually coaches detached at
Salisbury formed an ‘all stations to Exeter’
train; summer Saturdays were very busy
with lots of ‘specials’ stopping. A through
coach was detached from down trains daily
and joined up with the branch train, with a
similar arrangement in reverse.

Milk was despatched daily from the Express
Dairy in churns loaded onto the trains or by
special trains of tank wagons which ran to
Vauxhall (similar to those seen in the Spring
Newsletter picture).

There was a large hotel outside the station,
the nearest shops and post office being
about a mile away in each direction. There
was a garage at Whitford where Dad bought
his first car, a Hillman Minx which objected
to starting first thing in the morning!

We had a gate from the garden to the up
platform and went to Seaton frequently
when Mum and Dad had a beach hut there.
On one occasion we missed the train as it left
early; the staff said that the London train
was in and they didn’t expect anyone else!

When the Seaton branch closed under the
Beeching cuts there was not much of a case
for keeping Seaton Junction as there were
few houses around the station, although the
Express Dairy continued for a while and
operated as a private siding, but this was
short lived.

At different times we had two dogs who
were just as ‘at home’ on the station as in
our garden. If I remember correctly, there
were waiting rooms and toilets on both
platforms, and a refreshment room on the
down side which, to my mind, was on the
wrong platform as people off the Exeterbound trains stepped straight across to the
Seaton train whereas London-bound
passengers had to cross the bridge and
sometimes wait a while for a Waterloo train.

The buildings and signal box on the down
side were demolished but the station buildings on the up side remain in a time warp
and have been used by different businesses.
The dairy was demolished and various car
breakers use the old goods yard . The
photograph below shows what is left today,
taken from the long footbridge seen in the
1930’s picture opposite.
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Perchance it is not dead ...

The Lynton & Barnstaple Railway wakes from its slumber
Noel Harrison

re-signalling and general upgrading of the
stations to a high standard, as well as the
provision of a new engine to augment the
existing four locomotives. The whole
railway was kept in excellent condition
throughout its working life.

The day after the last L & B train returned
to Barnstaple Town in September 1935, a
wreath was placed on the buffer stops
there with the immortal (and prophetic)
words “Perchance it is not dead, but
sleepeth”. Thomas Woolf, the retired
naval Captain from Woody Bay who had
placed it there would be delighted to see
that the railway is indeed slowly awakening.

Patronage inevitably declined with the
advent of the motor car: journey times on
the winding narrow gauge route were
always going to be limited, meaning that
the railway couldn’t compete, and the
attempts to develop tourism had only
limited success. The stations were also
poorly sited. The Southern quickly
decided that the line had no future, and
closed it at relatively short notice in 1935.
The demolition of the line and disposal of
its assets was as thorough as its operation
had been efficient. By the end of WW2
little evidence of the railway remained

The L & B was unique among British
narrow gauge railways in many respects.
Opened in 1903 to connect Lynton and
Lynmouth with the rest of the rail network
across the spectacular but inhospitable
terrain of Exmoor, it provided comprehensive passenger and freight services for the
scattered communities en route for thirty
years. In the Grouping of 1923, the line
was absorbed by the Southern Railway,
who invested heavily in relaying track,
18

other than the distinctive chalet style
station buildings and the imposing eight
arch viaduct at Chelfham.

returned to Woody Bay earlier this year.
The work has been done to a very high
standard and is a testament to the sturdy
original construction of these coaches,
which were built to a generous loading
gauge and were very comfortable for their
time. The loading gauge is such that the
railway’s other rolling stock appears tiny
in comparison.

The L & B Railway Association was formed
in 1979, subsequently becoming a Trust.
Unlike other heritage railway projects, it
had nothing to restore: the railway would
have to be rebuilt from scratch. Woody
Bay station building was purchased in
1995, and the station and a short length of
track opened to the public in 2004,
extended to the current terminus at
Killington Lane in 2006. Steam trains have
been run since then, mainly at weekends,
using a variety of rolling stock.

Meanwhile, in 1995, James Evans (a local
engineer) and Paul Lewin, (now the
General Manager of the Festiniog and
Welsh Highland Railways), embarked on a
project to produce a replica of L & B
No E188 Lew, built for the Southern
Railway by Manning Wardle in 1925. It
was built at the Festiniog’s Boston Lodge
Works and completed in 2010, given the
number E190 and named Lyd. Now in
regular service on the Festiniog & Welsh
Highland Railways, it is by all accounts a
very competent performer.

There was initially no original L & B stock.
The engines had either been scrapped or
exported, but some coaches which had
been sold were rescued from duty as local
summer houses and chicken sheds, and a
programme of restoration is under way:
the first two coaches (seen opposite) were
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runs approximately hourly but only Monday
-Saturday and the journey takes 40 minutes.
In the end I took my car.

In a very generous gesture the Festiniog
Railway arranged for the loan of Lyd for
the recent spring gala weekend on 9-11
May at Woody Bay, including the cost of
transport of the engine from North Wales.
This allowed the restored coaches 7 and 17
to be used; their other engines not being
suitable because of their diminutive
profiles. The photograph above shows the
result: the first “proper” L & B train since
1935. It ‘s even more impressive in reality
and I was able to see why, of all the narrowgauge railways in Britain, the L & B has such
an iconic status among enthusiasts.

Still, it’s worth the effort. Woody Bay is well
organised and welcoming, and even though
Lyd has long returned to its day job in North
Wales, steam services are run on weekends
and Bank Holidays on the mile long section
opened so far.
Plans are now well advanced to extend the
line to Wistlandpound reservoir (a further
four miles) and thereafter to Lynton (where
a new and rather more convenient station
will be built). Rebuilding back to Barnstaple
remains a long term objective.

I had gone to Woody Bay as part of a search
for local destinations to recommend from
the Avocet line. After all, when the L & B
was originally open, it would have been
directly accessible from Exmouth, with a
change at Exeter Central and a crossplatform connection to the Lynton train at
Barnstaple Town . It would be nice to
report that with direct Avocet line services
to Barnstaple,the journey had got easier
but the final leg to Woody Bay depends on
the 309/310 bus. This departs not from the
station but the bus station (a 10 minute
walk or most buses from the station); it

On the rolling stock front, the restoration of
two more original coaches is well under
way, while substantial progress is being
made with the construction of a replica of
another L & B engine, Lyn, a 2-4-2T of
distinctly American appearance, whose
completion is currently scheduled for 2015.
This railway is well worth a visit and I shall
be following its progress with interest.
Further information: www.lynton-rail.co.uk
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
Currently, my wife and I have put our Lympstone cottage up for sale; this doesn’t mean
we’re planning to leave the Exe Estuary, but we are hoping to find an alternative property in a location where the Avocet Line will still be our preferred means of transport.
With immediate effect, to avoid any possible difficulties when we find a buyer, please
delete any reference to my address in Lympstone. Any items which you may wish to
post to me should be addressed to:4 Noble View,
West Malvern Road,
Malvern, WR14 4NB
As usual, the September issue of the Newsletter will contain your subscription renewal notice which will carry a further reminder of this change of address. Unfortunately,
any members who in previous years have hand delivered items to me will not now be
able to do so, at least for the time being; my apologies for the inconvenience this will
cause some of you.
My e-mail address will remain unchanged: gerryhurfurt3742@btinternet.com
Gerry Hurfurt
Membership Secretary
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TAIL LAMP …..

………. the last word from the Editor
arrangements and the rolling stock markets.
Nor is it likely that the DfT will release its
control over the allocation of both electric
and diesel units, despite its protestations
that this is solely the province of the Train
Operating Companies , and they are free to
allocate stock as they see fit. They are not,
and it is disingenuous of the DfT to suggest
that they are.

Readers will have noticed a distinct whiff of
steam in this issue and may wonder if a
wave of nostalgia has overtaken the
forward-thinking culture for which ALRUG
is rightly known. The truth is, as usual, a
little more prosaic. Our general outlook
remains unchanged; indeed at present
ALRUG finds itself responding to numerous
consultation documents that are currently
in circulation, some of which will have an
important bearing on the future of rail
services in the region. But let’s face it, it’s
not an activity which will excite the average
member, nor it is photogenic: hence some
more steam than usual to quicken the pulse.
I could, of course, point out that Lyd - which
we feature on Page 18 - is itself a thoroughly
modern engine, and at only three years old
is a quarter of a century younger than any of
the stock we see on the Avocet line……....

None of this, however, should prevent us
from making our views known. There are a
number of questions to consider. For
example, do we prefer high density seating
(3+2) found in the non-gangwayed Class
150s and the 165s, or the 2+2 seats found in
the Class 143s and gangwayed 150s? The
trade-off here is between more comfortable
seats for longer journeys and ease of getting
around the coach, against having more seats
available for peak-time use. How much
standing are we prepared to tolerate for
short peak-time journeys? What premium
do we put on space for prams, buggies and
cycles? How do our requirements square
with those of the other lines in the Devon
Metro area? And so on. Remembering how
un-prepared we were for the imposition of
the Class 142s in 2007, we need to have our
arguments well-marshalled before the next
decisions are taken.

Which brings me neatly to the debate which
we have started (Page 10) on the type of
rolling stock we would wish to see in the
next decade or so. Three things are clear.
First, this a complex subject, and many of
the factors are outside our control here in
the South West. Second, although electrification is unlikely to come here in the next
10-15 years we will feel its impact in the
type of stock which is available and, third, it
will be wishful thinking to expect a fairy
Godmother to provide a fleet of new-build
diesel multiple units – at least not without a
major overhaul of the current franchise

Long Term Planning Process
It is no secret that Network Rail’s Route
Utilisation Study for the Great Western
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(published in 2011) was a disappointment
for a great many people in the South West. It
failed to take account of the significant
growth in passenger numbers over the last
decade. It was particularly unfortunate that
it did not recognise the impact of the
planned developments on the eastern side
of Exeter, and the need for new stations
Newcourt, Hill Barton, and Marsh Barton.
It’s surprising conclusion that there was no
need for any infra-structure improvements
at all West of Bristol before 2019 raised
more than a few eyebrows.

There will be four Market Studies; one for
freight and three passenger, covering the
London and the South-East, long distance,
and regional urban markets. The latter is of
particular interest to us , covering “an area
up to 50 miles from a regional centre where
large numbers of people travel primarily for
the purpose of commuting and leisure”.
The draft is now out for consultation, and
our first reaction is favourable: it seems
much more realistic in terms of growth
forecasts and stakeholder aspiration. We’ll
keep you informed as the process develops.

There are now, however, encouraging signs
of a new approach to long-term planning by
Network Rail. It hopes “to enable an
informed view to be taken on the role of rail
in the economic life of Great Britain”, and
reflects an increasing focus on making the
best use of the rail network. There are two
principal strands to this new Long Term
Planning Process (LTPP). The first will be a
series of Market Studies, which will
articulate the strategic goals for particular
market sectors and forecast future demand.
They will be followed by Route Studies,
which develop options for future services
and the development of the network.

Slicker and Quicker?
Sitting in an Exeter bound train at Topsham
recently, waiting for a late-running Exmouth
service to clear the single line, I was struck
(and not for the first time) by the long time
taken to get on the move once the incoming
train had stopped. It wasn’t the signaller who was very quick - nor were there any
passengers on the platform. It just took ages
to shut the doors, signal the driver and then
move, for no obvious reason. Nor was there
any effort to reduce the delay along the
route. It is clear that the operation of the
Avocet line isn’t always as slick as it might be.

News just in ...
Dan Okey, currently of Parsons Brinckerhoff based in Exeter and formerly at South West
Regional Development Agency (SWRDA) has been appointed as new Regional Manager
for First Great Western (FGW), taking over from Julian Crow who retired at the end of
May. He starts on 1 July.
FGW tell us: “Dan’s work with SWRDA means he is already well known to many of the key
stakeholders in the South West. Dan also knows FGW very well and understands the issues
for rail users in the peninsula. A transport professional, he has been involved in major project planning and development for some time. “
He will be based in Exeter, and we look forward to meeting him.
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Two Avocet Line stations in one photograph. Gerry Hurfurt captures
one of the St James’ Park platforms as well as Exeter Central
Platform 2 as 143620 arrives with one of the additional summer
Sunday services on 2nd June 2013.

